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Mortgage Rates Moving Up a Bit

After operating in an exceptionally narrow range since the beginning of last week, mortgage
rates finally started doing something a bit different today.  Unfortunately, the differences
result in a more noticeably move higher.

Rates often respond to major economic data and other important developments that have a bearing on the bond market (rates
are ultimately primarily a function of bond trading levels).  That said, there were no great examples of the typical "important
developments" behind today's move.  That's one of the reasons that the move was fairly small relative to other notable
examples.

Top tier conventional 30yr fixed rates only moved up a few hundredths of a percent and not every borrower would see much
of a difference from yesterday.  The next two days bring data and events that stand a bit better chance of inspiring a reaction,
but we don't really get to the biggest risks/opportunities until the first two weeks of July.

A message from Nickolas Inhelder:

We Make Home Happen.™
Our goal is simple:

To help every family we serve get to “Yes.”

Yes to the loan that unlocks the joy of home ownership.

Yes to the lending solution that meets every client’s unique needs and wants.

That’s why we dedicate our every resource to serve as your personal guide
through the lending process, solving problems, building confidence. Aslan has
access to every lending option leading to the purchase or refinance of a
residential home loan.

This is more than work for us. It is our unique joy in this life to share our
collective skill, creativity, and care to bring you and your family right to where
you belong.

Let’s make home happen.

CONTACT ME TODAY
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